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This article presents a framework for generating model 
structures w I th respect to a set of constraints and 
model I ing requlrements. The framework is based on 
multlfacetted model Iing and artlf Iclal intel I igence 
concepts. Two know ledge representations, the system 
entity structure and the production rule formal ism are 
incorporated into an automatic procedure for 

generating model configurations. The procedure is 
implemented in the Turbo Prolog environment. A simple 
case study based on a local area network (LAN) 
model I ing problem Is discussed to I I I ustrate the 
conceptual f ramewoi-k. 

BACKGRQ!&fR 

The concepts of model development presented here are 
derived from multifacetted model I ing methodology 
(Zeigler, 1984). Mul tifacetted methodology denotes a 
model I ing approach which recognizes the existence of 
mul tip1 icities of objectives and models in any 
simulation project. It provides formal representation 
schemes that support the model ler in organizing the 
model construction process, aggregating partial 
mode I s. and in specifying simulation experiments 
(Zeigl er, 1984). 

The key concept underlying structuring of models, 
their organlzatlon, and specification of simulation 
experiments (experimental frames) is the-w 
structure (Zeigler, 1984). The system entity structure 
is based on a tree-l Ike graph that encompasses the 
boundaries, decompositions and taxonomlc relationships 
that have been perceived for the system being 
model led. An entity slgnif ies a conceptual part of the 
system which has been identified as a component in one 
or more decompositions. Each such decomposition is 
ca I led an aspect. Thus entities and aspects are 
thought of as components and decompositions, 
respectively. In addition to decompositions, there are 
relations termed specl al izations. A special ization 
relation facil itates representation of variants for an 
entity. Cal led special ized entities, such variants 
inherit properties of an entity to which they are 
related by the special ization relation. 

Entities have attributes represented by the attached 
vari ab I e types. When a variable type V is attached to 
an entity E, this signifies that a variable I.E may be 
used to describe a property of the entity E. 

Aspects can have coup1 ing constraints attached to 
them. hIpi ing constraints restrict the way in which 
components (represented by entities) identified in 
decompositions (represented by aspects) can be joined 
together. 

In add.ition to coup1 ing constraints, there are 
selection constraints In the system entity structure. 

Selection constraints are associated with 
special izations of an entity. They restrict the way in 
which its subentities may replace it in the process of 
model construction (Rozenbl it et. al., 1986). 

The other fundamental concept under I y i ng the 
multifacetted framework is the -rImem ma 
(Zeigler, 19(34). Brlefly, an experimental frame 
defines a set of Input, control, output, and summary 
variables, and input and control trajectories. These 
objects specify conditions under which a model can be 
observed and experimented w I th. 

The experlmental frame concept has been general ized by 
Rozenbl It and Zeigler (1985, 1986, 1987) who 
introduced the gacu&-c awperimenta ti definition. 
A generic experimental frame consists of Input, 
output, and summary generic variable types. The 
variable types express performance indices associated 
with a given model I ing objective, The model ler should 
proceed as follows in order to define a generic frame: 
first he should identify model I ing objectives. With 
each objective he should specify performance indices 
that w I I I provide measures of the objective 
real ization by the simulation model. In the next 
phase, a set of generic variable types that wil I al low 
the model ler to obtain the performance indices should 
be defined. These variables specify a generic frame. 
The reader is referred to (Rozenbl It and Zeigler, 
1985, 1987; Rozenbl it et.al., 1986) for examples of 
generic frame definitions. 

Given the system entity structure the model ler has a 
choice of a number of model alternatives. This is due 
to the multipl icity of aspects and special izations. 
Thus, we require that the model ler have procedures for 
generating model structures pertaining to the 
model I ing objectives. Such structures should be 
selected from the system entity structure. 

In our previous research we have developed algorithms 
that prune the system entity structure with respect to 
a generic experimental frame (Rozenbl it, 1986). 
9eneric frames represent behav ioral (performance) 
aspects of the model I lng objectives. Therefore it is 
natural to seek substructures of the system entity 
structure that possess attributes expressed in a 

generic experimental frame. If such substructures are 
found then we can say that models constructed from 
them real ize the model I ing objective expressed by the 
generic frame. 

The search process for the substructures that real ize 
a generic frame proceeds as follows: every entity in 
each aspect of the system entity structure is searched 
for occurrences of variable types present in the 
generic frame. The entities whose attached variable 
types match those in the generic frame are used to 
build the miel -positian m (Zeigler, 1984). The 
model composition tree is a basis for hierarchical 
model development. Whenever there is a special Ization, 
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Figure 1. Model Structure Generator System 

a choice of a unique entity must be made. In this 
paper we focus on the process that employs the 
production rule formalism to support automatic 
selection of entities from taxonomic relationships and 
synthesis of structures underlying the simulation 
models. We term this process mtraint-drluan m 

sntitv-Drunlna. 

The process consists in specifying the system entli-y 
structure for a given model Iing problem. Then, a 
knowledge base that contains rules for selection and 
configuration of the entities is constructed. The 
rules are derived from both the requirements of the 
project and its constraints. Al so, the know I edge 
acquisition process sol iclting retevant information 
from experts in a given problem domain Is employed to 
define the rules. 

The model ler invokes the inference engine which, 
through a series of queries based on the constraint 
rules, al lows him/her to consult on an appropriate 
structure for the model I ing problem at hand. 

Rtll F-BASFR MQREL m m 

We now proceed to describe the system we have 
developed to automatical ly generate model structures. 
The system whose architecture is depicted in Figure 1 
consists of a know ledge base and an inf erencl ng she1 I 
that generates recommendations for model structure 
synthesis. 

Knowledae Ems I;pnstruct ion 

The process of know ledge base construction begins with 
setting up the system entity structure for the model 
be i ng constructed. At the present time we use 
previously developed tools for entity structuring 
(ESP4 - Entity Structuring Program (Zeigler et. al., 
1980)). The system entity structure is a basis for 
what we term a ~~~&tllal nartaarb. This Is a 
declarative representation of model I i ng domain 
objects. 

From the standpoi nt of prob t em-sol vi ng processes, 
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model structure generation can be interpreted as a 
search through a space of solution states. New “model 
states" evolve through a process of analysis, 
sy nth es I s, eval uation, and regeneration. The 
production rule formalism serves as a basis for our 
model generation framework. 

There are several advantages to using the production 
rule scheme: a.) the conversion of know ledge into a 
rigid formal ism results in easy checking of 
uniformity; b.) aach production rule represents a 
smal I, independent piece of know ledge - this 
facl I itates modularity; c.) rigid syntax affords the 
convenience of checking consistency; d.) it Is easy to 
furnish explanation facil i-ties (Winston, 1984; 
N i I sson, 1980). 

In our system, the production rule formalism is used 
to express model I Ing objectives and constraints. In 
the detailed LAN example, we shal I show how the 
constraints are represented in rule sets. 

To prune the system entity structure, we generate the 
following rule sets: 

SeIectiQn.u&&: each selection rule stands for a 
choice of an entity in a special izatlon. 

SYN: synthesis module 
SEL: selection module 

Svnthesis U_BZ&: after selection rules have been 
applied to the entity struct#ure, synthesis #rules 
ensure proper con-figuration of the selected entities. 
They al so co,3rdinate the actions of the selection 
rules. Certainty factors are at-a employed to indicate 
the applicability of the rules. 

The constraint rule base is bui It accordin(g the 
guide1 ines given below: 

a.) attached variabtes of an entity are treated as 
objects. They are included In the premise parts of the 
rules. Their legal values are indicated according to 
the expertise acquired frc’m the model ler (or another 
expert). 

b.) conclusion parts of the rules contain the 
specialized entitles of the entity from step a. If 
needed, certainty factors are assigned to each rule. 

c.) for another entity in the same aspect step a is 
repeated. 

d.) steps a, b, c, are repeated unti I every aspect 
has been assigned rules. 

SG / / SC 

SG: subgoal 
A: answer 

Figure 2. System’s lnferencing Scheme 
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a.) compatible objects from conclusion parts of the 
selection rules are included in the premise parts 

b.) recommendations are given for the above objects in 
the conclusion parts of the rule. 

Selection rules are associated with the entities 
whereas the synthesis rules are attached to the 
aspects of the domain entity structure. Each rule set 
can be regarded as a module. Therefore the entire rule 
base is constructed in a bierarchlcal manner imposed 
by the entity structure. We believe such a 
hierarchical structure is necessary to increase the 
efficiency of pruning In systems with a large number 
of rules. 

In order to reduce the number of I inks between modules 
in the hierarchically organized rule base, we al low 
for multiple actions (conclusions) in the rule syntax. 
To reduce the number of modules, we connect the 
premises with the logical ‘or” or “and”. The template 
rule syntax has the following form: 

if object-attribute-l = val ue-1 and/or 
object-attribute-2 = val ue-2 and/or 

..I 

. . . 
object-attribute-n = vat ue-n 

then concl usiokl = value-l (cfl) and 
conclusion-2 = val ue-2 (cf2) and 

. . . 

. . . 

where cf 1 ,cf2,..., are certainty factors whose values 
range from 0 which stands for no recommendation, to 1 
which denotes a strong recommendation. 

loferencoEnaineDesian 

The system’s shel I has been implemented in Turbo 
Prolog and runs on IBM PC compatl ble machines. The 
inference engine uses the strategy of “generate and 
test”, I.e., it takes the initial data from the user 
and the hypothesis generated by the knowledge base to 
prune the search space tree. In other words, the 
engine attempts to match the data with the information 
contained in the knowledge base. If the data match, 
the engine cl imbs up the tree, trying to prove the 
next hypothesis, as shown in Figure 2. We use aspect 
ordering in order to eliminate aspects not desirable 
in the model we are constructing, and specl al ization- 
oriented pruning to select unique entities for the 
model composition trees. 

For deta i I s, concerning the inferencing mechanism we 
refer the reader to Huang (1987). 

We use multiple windows In the user interface. There 
are two basic windows: entity structure display and 
consultation display. The former is In the form of a 
tree wh I ch can be perused in any manner. The latter is 
a menu-dr lven w i ndow. 

The values of objects’ attrlbutes are retrieved from 
the constraint rule base automatically. Besldes the 
va I ues, other terms such as UNKNOWN, WHAT, WHY are 
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included in the menu. They provide explanation 
facil ities as to what fact has been determined and 
what is the trace of rules that have been used. 

The system is stl I I at the development phase. We are 
currently improving the user interface and designing a 
procedure that w i I I automatical ly Ii nk the know ledge 
base and the she1 I with the entity structuring tool. 

Having provided a brief description of the model 
structure generating system, we now proceed to 
Illustrate its operation on a simple example from the 
area of local area network model I ing. 

FXAMPI FL GENERAT B l&4 !UQEL STRUCtURE 

In our prevlous work (Rozenblit et.al., 1986, Sevinc, 
1986) we have used local area networks to verify our 
theoretical results concerning knowledge-based 
model I ing and simulation. Here, we present a simple 
example illustrating the ideas presented in the 
foregoing sections. 

The entlty structure shown in Figure 3 presents a 
family of possible structures for a model of a local 
area network. The number of choices are given by the 
special lzation relations. For example, one might 
select a model with a bus topology, optical fiber, or 
coaxial cable transmission medium. 

In our example, the entity LAN has two aspects: 
functional partition and medium access control, and 
one topology special Ization. Furthermore, entities 
identified in those aspects are classified into more 
special lzed ob.iects 8.4.. transmission medium in 
functional partition specializes into a coaxial cable, 
optical fiber, and twisted pair. Each ob.iect of the 
LAN conceptual network has attributes.- They are 
preceeded by the symbol “-I’, as shown in Figure 3. 

The structuring of the system is the first step in our 
framework. The next step is the construction of the 
knowledge base. We have defined the selection and 
synthesis rules on the basis of consultations with LAN 
expert designers and literature studies (Fritz et.al., 
1985; Hawe et.al.. 1984; Hutchinson et. al., 1985; 
Madron, 1984; Stal I ings, 1984; Tannenbaum, 1981). We 
have assumed legal values for attributes to be high, 
med i urn, and low. Certainty factors have been assigned 
based on the acqul red expertise. The fol lowing are the 
rules for the LAN entity structure of Figure 3. 

rule 1 
if flexibil lty = high or reliability = high 
then recommend-LAN = bus-of-LAN (0.9) 

rule 2 
if throughput = high and rel iabil ity = medtum or 

flexibility= medium 
then recommend-LAN = ring-of-LAN (0.9) 

rule 3 
if throughput = medium and rel iabil lly = low or 

flexibility = low 
then recommend-LAN = star-of-LAN (0.9) 

Rllkstitnselect 

rule 4 
if access rel labll ii-v = hfah and data rate = low or 

packet delay time’= high 
then recommend access protocol = CSMA/CD (1.0) 
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LAIR--------+----->functional partirion+.....>IM device 
-flexibility1 
-reliability 
-throughput 

.>processiny units 
-number 

.>transmission medium 
-data rate 
-secu+ity 
-cost 

t-t+> 

I 
+.....>operating system +++> 

+----->medium access control......>access protocol +++> 
-access-reliability 
-data-rate 
-packet-delay-time 

+----->topology spec+=====>bus 

I +=====>ring 

I 

access protocol --------->access spec+=====>CSMA/CD 
-access reliability 
-da,ta rxte 
-packTt_delay_time 

+=====>token ring 

I +=====>token bus 

transmission medium------amedium type spec+=====>coaxial cable 
-data rate 
-secul-ity 
-CO!it 

1 
+=====>optical fiber 

I +=====>twisted pair 

Aperating system ------>OS spec======>i,-,dividual 0s 

Figure 3. LAN Entity Structure 
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rule 5 
if access rel iabil ity = medium and data rate = high or 

packet del ay time = medi urn or 
packet del ay tl me = I ow 

then recommend access protocol = tokerlbus (0.9) and 
recommend access protocol = tokeKrlng (0.8) 

rule 6 
if data rate = low and security = low or cost = low 
then recommend transmission medium = twlsted-pair 
(1 .O) 

rule 7 
if data rate = medium or data rate = high and 

security = medium and cost = medium 
then recommend tranz medium = coaxial cable (1.0) 

rule 8 
if security = high or cost = high 
then recommend trans. medium = optical fiber (1.0) 

ruie 9 
if recommend LAN = bus-of-LAN and 

recommend access protocol = CSMA/CD and 
recommend trans. medi urn = tw i sted pa I r 

then LAN = bus of LAN (0.9) and 
medium access control = CSMA/CD (0.9) and 
I/D devices = no-recommendation (0.9) and 
processing unit = IO-in-number (1.0) and 
trans. medium = twisted pair (0.9) 
operating system = individual OS (1.0) 

rule 10 
if recommend LAN = bus-of-LAN and 

recommend access protocol = token bus and 
recommend trans. medlum = coaxial cable 

then LAN = bus of LAN (0.9) and 
medium access control = token bus (0.9) and 
I/O devices = no-recommendation (0.9) and 
processinq unit = varied 1O~to~lOOO (1.0) and 
trans. me‘bium = coaxial cable (0.9) 
operating system = individual OS (1.0) 

rule 11 
if recommend LAN = ring-of-LAN and 

recommend access protocol = token r 1 ng -and 
recommend trans. medium = coaxial cable 

then LAN = ring LAN (0.9) and 
medi urn access control = token rina (0.9) and 
I/O devices = no-recommendation (6.9) and 
processing unit = varied 1O~telOOO (1.0) and 
trans. medium = coaxial cable (0.9) 
operating system = individual OS (1.0) 

rule 12 
if recommend LAN = rlnaof-LAN and 

recommend access protocol = token ring and 
recommend trans. medium = optical fiber 

then LAN = ring of LAN (0.9) and 
medi urn access control = token ring (0.9) and 
I/O devtces = no-recommendation (0.9) and 
processing unit ? IO-in-number (1.0) and 
trans. medium = optical fiber (0.9) 
operating system = individual OS (1.0) 

rule 13 
if recommend LAN = stat--of-LAN and 

recommend trans. medi urn = tw I sted pair 
then LAN = star of LAN (0.9) and 

medl urn access control = 
nclrecommendation (0.0) and 
I/O devices = no-recommendation (0.9) and 
process1 ng unit = 1 O-irlnumber (1.0) and 
tr an 5. medi urn = tw I sted pal r (0.9) and 
operating system = individual OS 11.0) 

The above rules express both selection and synthesis 
(Conf iguratlon) constraints for constructing our 
simple LAN model. Havtng set up the knowledge base, we 
seek recommendations for generating model structures. 
This is accomplished through consultation sessions 
with the system. An example session produced the 
following recommendation: (with respect to the 
model I I ng requl rements expressed through the system’s 
queries) 

Lb! I;pnsuItatiqn: 

What is the extent of f lexlbil lty? 
HIGH 

What is the demand on access rel iabi I ity? 
MEDIUM 

What is the data rate demand? 
MEDIUM 

What is the al lowable packet delay time? 
Len’ 

What is the desired transmlsslve security? 
MEDIUM 

What is the budget? 
MEDIUM 

Fired Rules <1><5><7><10> 

LAN Is bus-of-LAN (0.81) 
medium access control is token bus (0.81) 
I/O device is no-recommendation (0.0) 
processing units Is varied lD_t~lODO units (0.9) 
transmission medium Is coaxial cable (0.81) 
operating system is indlviduaf OS (0.9) 

The pruned entity structure recommended by the above 
consultation session Is given In Flgure 4. By pruning 
the system entity structure with respect to the 
constraint know ledge base we ensure satisfaction of 
the requirements, and at the same time, we 
automatical fy restrict the space of al ternatlve model 
structures that may be used for model construction. 

This paper further extends our research Into the 
methodology of model development. We have augmented 
system entity structure pruning algorithms with a 
rule-based process for selecting and syntheslzlng 
model objects representing model components. This 
process Is driven by the model I ing project’s 
requirements and constralnts. Therefore, we are now 
able to assist the modeller In choosing and properly 
conf igurlng the model components. Viewed from the 
val I dation perspective, our framework provides a means 
of establishing prel imlnary val idity of the model in 
terms of its structural conformance to the constraints 
and requl rements. 
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LAN--------+----->functional pdrtition+.....>ID device 
-flexibility) 
-relidbility 
-throughput 

I 
+.....>processing units 

I -nua@er 

I 
+.....>t.ransmission medium +++a 

I 

-data rate 
-secuTi ty 

I -cost 
I 
+.....>operating system +++> 

+----->medium access control . . . . . .>access protocol +++a 
-dccess reliabi 1 i ty 
-data rzte 
-packzt-delay-time 

I 
+----->topology spec======>bus 

access protocol --------- >access spec======>token bus 
-access rel idbi lity 
-data rzte 
-pdckFt-delay-time 

transmission medium------amedium type spec======>coaxial cable 
-data rate 
-secuTi ty 
-cost 

I 
operating system------ SOS spec======>individual OS 

Figure 4. Pruned LAN Entity Structure 

Our current efforts are focused on reducing the 
complexity of the knowledge base resulting from the. 
number of rules that have to be specified for a given 
entity structure. This complexity can be partly 
reduced by employing the rule syntax discussed above, 
and by restrlctlng the size of the system entrty 
structure. The latter can be accompl Ished by what we 
term domain pruning in which aspects Irrelevant to the 
model I ing objectives are el iminated prior to the rule 
base speclf Ication. We shal I report on the 
developments in th Is dire&Ion in the future. 
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